Typical program at 2nd Amendment Family Town Hall Meetings

ESTIMATED LENGTH 1 HOUR 15 MINUTES

Some elements may be skipped or changed depending on local resources

1. Local MC will welcome attendees and introduce video segment from *A More of Less Perfect Union* with Alan Gottlieb comments. (15 minutes)

2. MC will offer comments on the video and lead any discussion of the main theme Gun Rights Equality. (5 minutes)

3. MC will introduce video commentary one (4 minutes) – Robert (Bob) Levy, Chairman of Cato Institute, who developed the Heller case, will provide an update on the Supreme Court and the 2nd Amendment.

4. MC will lead a discussion of commentary. (6 minutes)

5. MC will introduce video commentary two (4 minutes) – Chris Cheng, 2014 “Top Shot” champion, will comment on the use of firearms to protect one’s life or the lives of others.

6. MC will lead a discussion of commentary. (6 minutes)

7. MC will introduce video commentary three (4 minutes) – Nadine Strossen, Professor of Law, NYU, former President of the ACLU, will comment on the question of “reasonable regulation” of firearms.

8. MC will lead a discussion of commentary (6 minutes)

9. MC introduces a local expert to discuss key points of safe use of guns for self-protection. (10 minutes)

10. MC introduces a local expert to demonstrate the flintlock rifles used in the revolutionary war. (10 minutes)

11. MC explains how attendees can help increase the size of the 2nd Amendment Family using flintlock rifles and pistols. Hopefully, MC will announce a once-a-month opportunity for anyone in the community to sign up to shoot a flintlock firearm. (3 minutes)

12. MC – thank those attending, urging them to wear the Gun Right Equality t-shirt whenever possible and watch *A More or Less Perfect Union* celebrating all the freedoms our Constitution guarantees. We’ll provide local station, date, and time for the airing. (3 minutes)